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1. I was asked by Venable LLP, counsel for VeriSign, Inc. (“Verisign”), to respond to the 

Expert Report of Hal Poret In the Matter of Verisign, Inc. v. XYZ.Com, LLC, et al., dated 

August 1, 2015.  In his report, Mr. Poret discusses several issues related to my survey and expert 

report of June 26, 2015, which was submitted on behalf of Verisign.  This document presents my 

response to Mr. Poret’s comments regarding my research and findings.   

Whether Failure to Disclose Information Misleads Consumers 
 

2.  Mr. Poret asserts that it is clear the .xyz blog does not disclose the number of .xyz 

domain names actually purchased but this fact, alone, is not misleading.  He claims:  

The problem with the Mazis survey is that it does nothing to support the conclusion that 
the failure to disclose such information actually misleads respondents in any way.  There 
is a critical difference between respondents not receiving certain information and 
respondents being misled to form incorrect beliefs.  The survey does nothing to show the 
latter.1 
 

One critical problem with Mr. Poret’s analysis is that he fails to consider the role of prior beliefs 

in affecting consumers’ perception of advertising.   

3. As of the close of the first quarter of 2015, there were 294 million domain name 

registrations across all gTLDs.  Total country-code registrations represent 136.9 million of these 

and are generally outside the United States.  Subtracting these country-code domains from the 

total, results in about 157.1 million domain name registrations (294,000,000 – 139,900,000 = 

157,100,000) we can approximate as US registrations.  Of the 157.1 million US domain names 

registered, 133.0 million are .com and .net domain names—the registries operated by Verisign.2  

I have been advised that Verisign does not give away registrations for free.  Thus, all or virtually 

all of the domain names in .com and .net were purchased.  Consequently, consumers, including 

                                                           
1 Hal Poret, Expert Report of Hal Poret in Matter of Verisign, Inc. x. XYZ.com, LLC, et. al. August 1, 2015, pp. 1-2 
2 Verisign, “The Domain Name Industry Brief” (http://www.verisigninc.com/en_US/domain-names/index.xhtml) 
Volume 12, Issue 2 (June 2015): 2. 
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respondents to my survey, who registered a domain name (most often .com or .net) likely paid 

for their registrations, and consumers who expect to register a domain name (also respondents to 

my survey) understand that they need to pay to register a domain name.  Therefore, respondents’ 

prior beliefs, before they took my survey, would be that consumers or businesses must pay a fee 

to register a domain name.   

4. As discussed in an article that I co-authored in 2011, there are five major types of 

misleading implied claims; one of these is the omission of a material fact.3  When a material fact 

is omitted, a marketer has failed to disclose conditions necessary to permit consumers to draw 

correct interpretations from an advertisement.  Without the missing information, consumers draw 

inferences from the claim based on their prior experience or knowledge.  This prior belief, 

known as a “schema,” provides consumers with a “default value” for information that typically 

would be included in an advertisement but that is missing from the specific advertisement in 

question.4   

5. In the registration of a domain name, the default value is that the domain name 

registration has been paid for.  This prior belief, that registrations are paid for, is critical, to 

consumers’ perceptions of the blog’s mention of the number of .xyz domain name registrations.  

Without disclosing that most registrations were given away for free, survey respondents, as well 

as other consumers, are likely to be misled.  My survey results merely confirm that when 

respondents saw the term “registrations,” they assumed the registrations had been purchased on 

the basis of their “registration” schema.  In the absence of being informed that most of the 

domain name registrations were given away and only 70,000 registrations were purchased, they 

                                                           
3 Manoj Hastak and Michael B. Mazis, “Deception by Implication: A Typology of Truthful but Misleading Advertising 
and Labeling Claims,” Journal of Public Policy and Marketing 30 no. 2 (2011): 157-158. 
4 Ibid., 158. 
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would expect on the basis of their “registration” schema that virtually all of the 447,544 domain 

names registered were purchased. 

Whether Survey Respondents Mistakenly Believed .XYZ Registrations Were Purchased 
 

6. Mr. Poret next asserts that there is no evidence indicating respondents to my survey were 

misled by the blog post.   

Throughout all of the open-ended responses in the Test Group, there is virtually no 
indication that any respondent mistakenly believed that there were 447,544 domain 
names purchased.5 
 

Here, again, the role of consumers’ prior belief that domain name registrations are purchased 

plays a major role in how they responded to the open-ended questions to my survey.  Consumers 

in their responses to these open-ended questions played back the terms “registrations” or 

“registrants” rather than referring to these as “purchases” or “purchasers.”  Such an outcome is 

not surprising because the term “registrations” is used throughout the .xyz blog and the words 

“purchases” or “purchasers” are not mentioned.  Respondents simply equated domain name 

“registrations” with “purchases” because they are similar concepts in respondents’ minds on the 

basis of their “registration” schema.  There is no reason for respondents to use the term 

“purchases” when “registrations” is the more salient term based on the stimulus presented.   

Whether the Control Stimulus Was Appropriate 
 

7. Mr. Poret’s next criticism of my survey is that the control stimulus “was severely flawed” 

and “not a valid control.”6  He asserts that the stimulus presented to the control group should 

have kept everything constant except for minor changes in the text needed to indicate how many 

.xyz registrations were actually purchased.7  I disagree with his assertion.  There is a balance 

between retaining the non-misleading parts of the blog post and trying to provide sufficient new 
                                                           
5 Poret, “Expert Report of Hal Poret” 2. 
6 Ibid., 23. 
7 Ibid., 23. 
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information to effectively communicate the truth about the free give-away and the purchase of 

70,000 .xyz domain names.  If people have a strong belief that registrations are purchased, it is 

important to effectively communicate that many .xyz domain name registrations were not, in 

fact, purchased.  This point needed to be emphasized to override respondents’ “registration” 

schema, or prior beliefs, that all registrations are paid for. 

Whether Closed-Ended Question about What the Stimulus Communicated Was Leading 
  

8. Mr. Poret claims that Question 9 in my survey was “leading because it explicitly 

suggested that the blog post communicated something about the number of domain names 

purchased.”  He states that leading questions may suggest answers to the respondents and that a 

more balanced or non-leading question might have produced a different result.8  I do not disagree 

with the statement that reliable survey questions should not be leading; however, I disagree with 

Mr. Poret’s characterization of my survey question.   

9. The text of Question 9 in my survey is:  

Does or doesn’t this section of the blog post communicate something about the number of 
.xyz domain names that have been purchased? 
 

The question is neutral and two-sided.  Use of the phrase, “Does or doesn’t” indicates that either 

response is equally acceptable.  Respondents also were offered a “don’t know or no opinion” 

option.  Because people have prior beliefs about domain name registrations being purchased, it is 

not surprising that 79.9% respondents, or 242 individuals, said the blog post does communicate 

something about how many .xyz domain names were purchased.  It is worth noting that 11.6% of 

respondents, or 35 individuals, said it did not communicate something about the number of 

domain names purchased and another 8.6% (26 individuals) said they didn’t know or had no 

opinion.   

                                                           
8 Ibid., 17-18. 
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10. In addition, I analyzed the answers to the two key closed-ended questions based on 

domain name registration status.  On the two key closed-ended questions in this research, there 

are no statistically significant differences within cell (i.e., within the test cell or the control cell) 

between domain name registrants and those expecting to register a domain name.  Respondents 

who previously had registered a domain name (and almost certainly had purchased it) would be 

strongly inclined to believe that registrations are equivalent to purchases.  These respondents 

would not be “led” to agree that the blog post communicated something about the number of 

.xyz domain names purchased because their experience informs them that domain name 

registrations are purchased.  It follows then, that respondents who expect to register a domain 

name might be less inclined to agree that registrations are equivalent to purchases.  However, the 

data indicate that these expected registrants were as likely as those who have already registered a 

domain name to agree that the blog post communicated something about the number of .xyz 

domain names purchased.  Therefore, the data support my earlier comments regarding prior 

beliefs and the schema that domain name registrations must be purchased. 

11. In addition, Mr. Poret offers alternative wording for my question that he claims is not 

leading and, therefore, preferable.9  He suggests: 

Which of the following does this section of the blog communicate something about? 
x The number of domain names registered 
x The number of domain names purchased 
x Both 
x Neither 
x Don’t know10 

 
12. I believe that Mr. Poret’s suggested question is biased and misleading.  As I have stated 

previously, the blog post repeatedly uses the word “registrations” not “purchases.”  If 

                                                           
9 Ibid., 17. 
10 Ibid., 18. 
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respondents think that “registration” implies “purchase,” this question would be confusing.  They 

might not perceive a distinction between “registered” and “purchased.”    Other respondents 

might naturally select the answer of domain names “registered” rather than domain names 

“purchased” because “registered” is the more salient term.  It is the word used in the blog.  As I 

have already noted, the term “purchased” is never used in the blog post, and, as a result, 

respondents tended to repeat the wording of the blog post in their answers to open-ended 

questions and used the terms “registrations” or “registrants” rather than “purchases” or 

“purchasers.”  Consequently, Mr. Poret’s proposed question is biased toward finding that the 

blog communicated “the number of domain names registered” because “registered” is 

specifically mentioned in the blog, while “purchased” is not mentioned.  

Whether the Closed-Ended Question about the Number of Domains is Valid 
 

13. In my deposition, I explained further that Question 9 in my survey was a filtering 

question, designed to identify those respondents who would be asked the following question 

(question number 10) about the number of number of domain names purchased.  Mr. Poret 

asserts it is not a filtering question but rather is “the key question of the entire survey…”11  He 

disputes that Question 10, which asked respondents, “What does the blog post communicate 

about the number of .xyz domain names that have been purchased?” was a valid question.  He 

maintains that respondents selected the number referenced in the test or control stimulus and that 

this outcome simply demonstrated respondents “can read back a number shown to them…”12  

However, Question 10, does, in fact, serve as a control because respondents had the option to 

select any of the response options listed including “Other, please specify” and “I don’t know/no 

opinion,” and some respondents selected these answers.  

                                                           
11 Ibid., 22. 
12 Ibid., 23. 
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14. Further, Mr. Poret indicates that a valid control involves subtracting the number of 

control respondents offering an answer from the number of test respondents offering that same 

number to factor out “noise.”  As I discussed in my deposition, adjusting for noise yields the 

same results as those presented in my original report:  

63% (test cell) - 0% (control cell) = 63% of test cell respondents selecting the response of 
“About 450,000.”   
 

Clearly, not all respondents “read back,” to use Mr. Poret’s terms the numbers in the stimulus. 

The table below presents results for this question in my survey and highlights the relevant cells 

in yellow.   

 
The Number of .xyz Domains Purchased 

  Test Control 
  Total Consumer Business Total Consumer Business 

About 10,000 1% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 
About 70,000 2% 3% 2% 88% 88% 89% 
About 150,000 4% 5% 3% 1% 0% 2% 
About 450,000 63% 66% 60% 0% 0% 1% 
About 1,000,000 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 
Other 5% 3% 7% 2% 3% 0% 
I don't know/no 
opinion 

5% 3% 7% 0% 0% 1% 

Not asked 20% 20% 20% 8% 8% 7% 
n= 303 150 153 300 150 150 
 
15. Similar calculations for the control cell are highlighted in blue in the table above and 

yield the following: 

88% (control cell) - 2% (test cell) = 86% control cell respondents who selected “About 
70,000” registrations purchased 
 

Again, not all respondents repeated what they read in the stimulus. 
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 Whether the Survey Measures Consumer Perceptions and Fails to Address the Materiality 

of the Number of Registrations to Consumers’ Decision to Purchase a .xyz gTLD 

16. Mr. Poret notes that it would have been helpful to know whether knowledge that only 

70,000 of the 447,544 domain names registered would have affected respondents’ willingness to 

purchase a domain name with a .xyz gTLD (materiality).  He indicates that this is not a flaw in 

the survey but rather a missing piece of information.13  Of course, it is not possible to determine 

how this information would have impacted respondents’ purchase decisions from the questions 

contained in my survey. 

17. Nevertheless, there is ample evidence that 447,544 domain names registered and 

purchased was a claim .xyz considered material to the purchase decision.  Defendant’s marketing 

materials frequently made this claim, as well as similar claims citing registration numbers at 

other points in time.  This information was an essential part of the marketing campaign for the 

.xyz domain, as demonstrated by the testimony of Holden Andrews, the creative manager at 

.xyz.com.   

Q: Why do you think language like “XYZ is the fastest growing new domain extension 
with over 745,000 global registrations in just five months” matters to your audience? 
Mr. Sykes: … 
A: Why do I think that it matters to the audience? Personally, you know, I think that it 
would show that, hey, other people have gotten one. You know, it’s, you can too. It’s 
taking away any sort of doubt I would say. It helps remove doubt from a questionable 
customer.14 
 

18. In addition to this testimony, other evidence may be found in .xyz’s marketing materials.  

Three examples from Exhibit A to Verisign’s Initial Disclosures: xyz’s False Statements are 

presented below. 

 
                                                           
13 Ibid., 28-29. 
14 Testimony of Holden Andrews, Tr. 62:21-63:8. 
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We have already sold more than 235,000 .xyz domain names in less than 4 weeks. (XYZ 
00009292, July 1, 2014) (PX 257) 
 
“447,544 domains registered” in .XYZ as of August 14, 2014 (Complaint Exhibit 7, 
August 20, 2014) (PX 7). 
 
As a result, there are now over 770,000 .xyz registrations and 250,000 utilized .xyz’s in 
just 7 months of availability. (XYZ 00207960, January, 22, 2015) (PX 235) 
 

19. Defendants used terms such as “sale,” “outselling,” and “selling,” to clearly imply that 

these domains were purchased and were not given away for free (Italics are mine). 

We have seen found that registrars that promote .xyz to their user base have seen sale and 
attach rates that compete with .com and many times beat it…xyz is the fastest growing 
new domain extension with nearly 700,000 registrations. (XYZ 00188467, November 3, 
2014) (PX 282) 
 
We [XYZ] are #1 – we are outselling any other new gTLD. (XYZ 124716, June 11, 
2014) (PX 166) 
 
.xyz is #2 selling nTLD already… (XYZ 00213795, March 9, 2015) (PX 321) 
 

Furthermore, the defendants sought to convey the impression that registrations were paid for and 

were not a “free gift.” 

100% of the registrations we’ve received from every registrar have been paid to us at the 
full wholesale price.  We, along with every registrar we work with, are audited by 
ICANN on an annual basis.  There is absolutely no way any of us would be willing to 
break the rules… (XYZ 00124022, June 4, 2014) (PX 189) 

 
Whether the Survey Universe is Representative 

 
20. The final criticisms of my report involve Mr. Poret’s claims about the representativeness 

of the sample.  First, he asserts that my survey sample does not represent the universe of 

individuals likely to read blog posts and to purchase new gTLDs.15  Mr. Poret’s comments about 

focusing on blog post readers is unnecessarily restrictive and would produce an under-inclusive 

universe.  It is improbable that respondents can provide reliable information on whether they 

read or are likely to read blog posts because they may not be aware that what they are reading on 
                                                           
15 Ibid., 29-30. 
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the Internet is a blog post.  The blog post tested in my research is merely a vehicle for testing the 

perceptions of consumer and business purchasers of domain names.  Whether respondents were 

likely to be exposed to this particular blog post is irrelevant because similar statements were 

disseminated by Mr. Negari and others through other media, as well.  This assertion is supported 

by the testimony presented below.   

Q: Okay. Then do you see the sentence (reading): “XYZ is the fastest growing new 
domain extension with over 745,000 global registrations in just five months.” 
A: Yes, I see that…. 
Q: Is that sentence part of a consistent language that appears in these outreach emails?... 
A: Yes.16 

 
21. In addition, focusing the sample on respondents who are considering the purchase of a 

“new” domain name is unnecessarily restrictive.  It is unlikely that respondents could provide 

reliable information about whether they would consider a “new” gTLD.  

22. Mr. Poret also states that the demographics of the sample used in my research is not 

representative of the demographics of the universe of domain name purchasers.17  Information 

regarding the demographics of the universe described by Mr. Poret are not publicly available and 

could not be used to devise a sampling plan for this research.  However, if one assumes that Mr. 

Poret’s claim is valid and that a sampling plan had been devised accordingly, it would not have 

made a significant difference to the study’s outcome.   

23. To explore the validity of his claims, I re-examined responses to the questions of interest 

based on age and gender to determine whether any statistically significant differences exist.  

There are no statistically significant within cell differences by either age or gender on these 

questions, as is apparent on the next page.   Consequently, a different sampling plan representing 

                                                           
16 Testimony of Holden Andrews, Tr. 60:6 – 60:19 
17 Ibid., 30. 
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a somewhat altered universe of interest would have yielded essentially the same findings as the 

findings presented in my expert report.    
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Does Blog Post Communicate Something About the Number of .xyz Domain Names Purchased? 
  Test Control 

  Male   Female  
Age 18-

29  
Age 30-

44 
 Age 45-

59   Age 60+   Male   Female  
Age 18-

29  
Age 30-

44 
 Age 45-

59   Age 60+   
Yes, it does 78% 81% 76% 84% 78% 81% 90% 94% 94% 91% 93% 90% 
No, it doesn't 16% 9% 13% 7% 15% 9% 6% 3% 4% 5% 3% 3% 
Don't know or no opinion 6% 10% 11% 8% 7% 9% 5% 3% 3% 4% 3% 7% 
n= 128 175 76 96 99 32 125 175 78 77 115 30 

 
 
 

What Blog Post Communicates About the Number of .xyz Domain Names Purchased 

  Test Control 

  Male   Female  
Age 18-

29  
Age 30-

44 
 Age 45-

59   Age 60+   Male   Female  
Age 18-

29  
Age 30-

44 
 Age 45-

59   Age 60+   
About 10,000 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 3% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
About 70,000 2% 2% 4% 0% 0% 3% 86% 0% 85% 971% 90% 90% 
About 150,000 6% 2% 1% 0% 0% 3% 1% 0% 3% 0% 1% 0% 
About 450,000 61% 65% 57% 0% 0% 3% 1% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 
About 1,000,000 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 3% 1% 0% 0% 14% 1% 0% 
Other 4% 5% 8% 0% 0% 3% 2% 0% 4% 14% 1% 0% 
I don't know/no opinion 2% 7% 5% 0% 0% 3% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 
Not asked 22% 19% 24% 0% 0% 3% 10% 0% 6% 100% 7% 10% 
n= 128 175 76 96 99 32 125 175 78 77 115 30 
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